Corrections for Glacier Majesty Pattern as of 3.10.18
Please check your pattern before cutting & assembly to make sure you have the latest
corrections. While we try very hard to make sure our patterns are error free, and test sew
each one, we’ve become aware of a few errors in the patterns. We have included all known
corrections for the pattern by page number in this section along with some additional
instructions to help clarify questions that have been brought asked by our customers. If you
find errors that are not addressed here, please contact the Quilt Gallery at qg@quiltgallery.net
and let us know so we can add the corrections here. Corrections are shown in bold print.
Thank you.
Page 1: Under the Panel Borders section at bottom of page. Last sentence should read as
follows:
Panel should measure 42 ½”x 21 ½”
Page 2: Under the “Mountain B/C Units: Second instruction should read as follows:
Sub‐cut strip into (4) 7 ¼” squares

Flying Geese papers: (Three geese per page)
Some pages were printed without the ¼” seam allowance added to the outer edge. Please
correct this by drawing a line ¼” from the dark solid line around all 4 sides before sewing to
any pages that do not show the seam allowance line.
Unfinished flying geese units should measure 6 ½” x 9 ½”, (or 6” x 9” finished.)
If you do not like to paper piece, please construct your flying geese with your favorite method
making sure the finished, individual flying geese blocks measure 6 ½” x 3 ½” each.
Bonus Page:
The Glacier Majesty pattern does not include the Bear Paw Corner Blocks as mentioned in the
Bonus page instruction sheet.
The only Triangulations sheet included in this pattern is (1) Quarter Square Triangle sheet. You
will need 3 extra sheets to make the required number of “Mountain Blocks”.

